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Abstract
Loss of Landau damping in the longitudinal plane can

limit the performance of an accelerator and lead to particle
losses via undamped bunch oscillations or to single- and
multi- bunch instabilities. The threshold for loss of Landau
damping for a single bunch is usually defined by comparing
the position of the coherent bunch oscillation frequency
with respect to the incoherent synchrotron frequency spread.
Di�erent ways of calculating this threshold are presented and
compared, using the LHC as an example. Loss of Landau
damping in longitudinal plane can be cured by increasing
the synchrotron frequency spread, either through controlled
emittance blow-up or the installation of an additional, higher-
harmonic RF system.

INTRODUCTION
Landau damping is lost when the coherent bunch fre-

quency moves outside the incoherent frequency band modi-
fied by beam-induced voltage. In longitudinal plane, Landau
damping of coherent modes is achieved by synchrotron fre-
quency spread, which can be increased by increasing bucket
filling factor (minimum RF voltage for a given longitudinal
emittance; limited by particle losses), increasing bunch emit-
tance (applying controlled longitudinal emittance blow-up;
limited by available RF voltage) or using a higher-harmonic
RF system (in active or passive mode).

All these methods are used in CERN synchrotrons for
beam stabilisation. Voltage programs through acceleration
ramp are usually designed to keep buckets as full as possible
while avoiding particle losses. The 4th harmonic RF system
provides beam stability in the SPS together with controlled
emittance blow-up, which is also necessary in LHC (see
illustration in Fig. 1).

LANDAU DAMPING IN LHC
In absence of a longitudinal wide-band feedback and a

higher harmonic RF system, single bunch stability in LHC
should be provided by natural Landau damping thanks to
the su�cient synchrotron frequency spread �!s in the main
400 MHz RF system. The initial analysis [1] was based
on Sacherer stability criterion [2], [3], which in simplified
form [4] can be written as

�!c < �!s/4, (1)

where �!c is the coherent dipole oscillation frequency shift
and �!s is the synchrotron frequency spread inside the
bunch. It suggested that a nominal, 1 ns long, bunch will be
stable at top energy of 7 TeV up to intensity of 2.4 ⇥ 1011

protons per bunch (p/b) in an RF voltage V of 16 MV, as-
suming an inductive impedance ImZ/n = 0.28 Ohm. With

Figure 1: Measured average bunch length evolution during
LHC acceleration ramp for Beam 1 with controlled emittance
blow-up applied (blue line) and Beam 2 without it (red line).
Continuous reduction of the bunch length in Beam 2 during
the ramp (marked by the two vertical dotted lines). The
stability threshold was reached and many bunches became
unstable, indicated by the large bunch length spread.

a nominal bunch intensity of 1.0 ⇥ 1011 p/b, the stability
margin seemed to be su�cient and wide-band feedback was
not planned for LHC [5].

To avoid loss of Landau damping (LLD) during accelera-
tion ramp, the longitudinal emittance should be increased
with beam energy as / E1/2

s [6], which in operation means
keeping bunch length ⌧ constant during controlled emittance
blow-up (as for Beam 1 in Fig. 1). This requirement also
follows from the scaling of the LLD threshold for bunch
intensity Nb , which can be derived from the criterion (1)

ImZ/n / ⇠ =
⌧5V
Nb

. (2)

It was noticed from the start of the LHC operation that
nominal bunch parameters are at the limit of longitudinal
stability due to LLD. Indeed, undamped injection phase os-
cillations continued not only during the long flat bottom,
but even survived the acceleration ramp with controlled
emittance blow-up. At the top energy, a lower single-bunch
stability threshold of 2 ⇥ 1011 p/b was found in measure-
ments for a bunch length of 1 ns and low-frequency LHC
impedance ImZ/n of 0.09 Ohm, three times smaller than
the previously assumed (with safety margins) 0.28 Ohm.

Macro-particle simulations [7], performed using the code
BLonD [8] and the existing LHC impedance model [9],
shown in Fig. 2, agree well with measurements. Note
that the simulations using constant impedance ImZ/n =
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0.09 Ohm gave similar results to those performed with the
full impedance model.

In longitudinal phase-space, bunches can be presented by
a binomial particle distribution

F(E) = F0

✓
1 �

E

Emax

◆µ
. (3)

Here E is the energy of synchrotron oscillations E =
§�2
/(2!2

s0) +U(�)/(V cos �s) and Emax its maximum value
inside the bunch; !s0 is the frequency of linear synchrotron
oscillations in a single RF system, U(�) is the RF potential
and �s is the synchronous phase.

In the LHC, µ = 2.0 is giving a good fit to the measured
bunch line density, which for short bunches in a single RF
system can be presented in a simple form

�(�) = �0 (1 � �2
/�2

max)
µ+1/2, (4)

with normalisation
Ø
�(�)d� = 1. Here �max = h!0⌧/2, h

is the harmonic number, ⌧ the bunch length and !0 = 2⇡ f0
is the revolution frequency.

Figure 2: Longitudinal impedance model of LHC [9].

Beam measurements during acceleration ramp, at injec-
tion and top energies, as well as with various RF voltages
have confirmed the expected scaling of the LLD threshold
with beam energy, voltage and bunch length (in relatively
small available range) giving for ⇠ from Eq. (2) a value of
(5.0 ± 0.5) · 10�5

[ns5V], see Ref. [7] for more details.
However, the comparison of absolute threshold values

indicates that the criterion (1) used for the prediction of the
LLD threshold underestimates it by more than a factor 3.
Since this simplified criterion is often used for design of
future accelerators assuming constant ImZ/n in absence of
the detailed impedance model, it is worthwhile to try and
understand the reasons for the observed discrepancy.

SACHERER STABILITY DIAGRAMS
The large di�erence between measurements in LHC and

predictions based on Sacherer criterion cannot be attributed
to any “missing“ contribution in the LHC impedance model

due to a good agreement between measurements and simula-
tions. Another possible explanation could be that Eq. (1) is
a simplified version of more accurate criterion which can be
obtained from the Sacherer dispersion relation for a specific
stationary particle distribution F(E) [3]

1 =
�!c,m

Wm

π
1

0

E
m
F

0
(E)

! � m!s(E)
dE, (5)

where
Wm =

π
1

0
E
m
F

0
(E) dE,

and �!c,m is the coherent synchrotron frequency shift rel-
ative to the incoherent synchrotron frequency a�ected by
the potential well distortion. In this approach, suggested
by F. Sacherer [2], the coherent frequencies !c,m are ob-
tained as solutions of a general matrix equation for zero
synchrotron frequency spread, using the notation of the ef-
fective impedance (ImZ/n)e� . Stability diagrams are then
obtained as some approximation for the so-called “synthetic
kernel”. This corresponds to an assumption that the wake
force is proportional to the longitudinal displacement of the
bunch center, valid only for a rigid bunch motion.

The dispersion relation (5) leads to stability diagrams,
widely used for analysis of single bunch stability and, in
particular, for the loss of Landau damping (see, for exam-
ple Refs. [10] - [12]). Note that this method predicts zero
LLD threshold for distribution functions (3) with µ  1
for ⌘ImZ/n < 0 (space charge above transition), where slip
factor ⌘ = 1/�2

t
� 1/�2 and �t is the relativistic gamma at

transition energy.
The widely-used expression for the LLD threshold current

Ith =
m + 1

m
3⇡2

16
V h3

( f0⌧)5

(ImZ/n)e�


�!c,m

�!s

�
stab

(6)

was found for parabolic bunches with µ = 0.5. From the cor-
responding stability diagram, for dipole mode (m = 1) one
gets

⇥
�!c,m/�!s

⇤
stab = 2/3 (e.g. Ref. [12]). To obtain the

criterion (1), the stability limit for µ = 2 ("smooth distribu-
tion") is replaced by a semi-circle with radius �!c/�!s =
0.25. Analytical solutions for !c,m have been found for
other particle distributions (Gaussian and binomial (3) with
µ = 0, 1) [2]. However, analytical calculations become more
involved due to the necessity to include the incoherent fre-
quency shift.

HOFMANN-PEDERSEN APPROACH
Another possible method to evaluate the LLD threshold

is based on direct comparison of the coherent oscillation
frequency !c with the incoherent frequency band �!s for a
constant inductive impedance ImZ/n. Self-consistent ana-
lytical solutions for �!c and �!s have been found for the
specific particle distribution with a local elliptic energy distri-
bution in longitudinal phase space [13], which corresponds
to so called “parabolic” line density with µ = 0.5 in Eq. (3).
Only the case of ⌘ImZ/n > 0 was considered, assuming a
rigid bunch motion.
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The coherent frequency of rigid dipole motion does not
depend on bunch intensity (see also Fig. 3) and in a sin-
gle RF system can be found for any bunch profile from the
relation [14]

!2
c
= !2

s0

π
�(�) cos � d�. (7)

Contrary to the Sacherer stability diagrams, the spread �!s

is taken into account in calculation of !c , giving non-zero
threshold also for the case ⌘ImZ/n < 0, which can be eval-
uated in similar way. The results for LHC are shown in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Coherent frequency (solid black line) and incoher-
ent frequencies (red region) in the bunch as a function of
intensity parameter, calculated using the Hofmann-Pedersen
approach for ⌘ > 0 (LHC), µ = 0.5 and ⌧ = 1.05 ns.

For short bunches in a stationary bucket, the LLD thresh-
old can be presented in a simple form [13]

Ith = F
V h3

( f0⌧)5

ImZ/n
(8)

with the form-factor F = ⇡4
/30. It agrees quite well (⇠ 30%

higher) with Sacherer criterion for dipole motion and µ =
0.5, where [�!c/�!s]stab = 2/3, giving F = ⇡2

/4 in Eq. (8).
As can be seen from Fig. 3, the threshold is much lower for
⌘ImZ < 0. This is the case for µ = 0.5 only, for higher µ
values, the situation can be opposite. The solutions for other
particle distributions can be found in semi-analytical way
using formula (7) and taking into account the potential well
distortion for the calculation of both coherent (small e�ect)
and incoherent synchrotron frequencies inside the bunch.
The results of these calculations for bunch lengths, scaled
from FWHM (full-width half-maximum) value found for
each distribution for a Gaussian bunch, are shown in Fig. 4,
with µ = 2 suitable for the LHC bunch profiles [7].

As can be seen in Fig. 4, a large di�erence (almost factor
4) between measurements and predictions for a rigid-bunch
dipole motion cannot be explained by a di�erence in particle
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Figure 4: Intensity thresholds for the loss of Landau damping
(LHC flat bottom energy of 0.45 TeV) as a function of bunch
length (scaled from FWHM), calculated using the Hofmann-
Pedersen approach for di�erent particle distributions from
binomial family (solid line for µ = 0.5 and colored circles for
µ � 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5) together with the measured threshold
(dashed black line) increased for comparison by a factor of
4.

distribution: the thresholds for various distributions are sim-
ilar for the same FWHM bunch length (this was also seen in
simulations [7]).

The Hofmann-Pedersen approach allows to find solutions
for a rigid bunch motion in self-consistent way and it was
also used for calculations of the LLD thresholds in single
and double RF systems [14], [15].

VAN-KAMPEN MODES
There are several ways to find general solutions of the lin-

earised Vlasov equation in the longitudinal plane for high az-
imuthal and radial modes without neglecting the synchrotron
frequency spread [16] - [18], which allow then to obtain the
LLD thresholds in a self-consistent way.

The method applied in Ref. [19] is based on appearance
of so-called Van-Kampen modes [20] in solutions of the
Vlasov equation for a perturbation F̃(E, , t) to a stationary
distribution function F(E), expanded in harmonics m of
synchrotron motion with eigen-functions Cm(E) and Sm(E)
[18]:

F̃(E, , t) = e�i⌦t
1’

m=1
[Cm(E) cos m + Sm(E) sin m ] .

Substitution into the linearised Vlasov equation gives

⇥
⌦2

� m2!2
s
(E)

⇤
Cm(E) = �

2i I0h m2

V cos �s
!2
s
(E) F

0
(E)

⇥

+1’
m0=1

π
Emax

0

dE 0

!s(E
0)

+1’
k=�1

Zk(⌦)

k
Imk(E)I⇤m0k

(E
0
)Cm0(E

0
),
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where function

Imk(E) =
1

2⇡

π ⇡

�⇡
d ei

k
h �(E, )�im , (9)

and I0 is the average beam current. When the integration over
energy is replaced here by a sum, one has to solve an eigen-
value problem for the corresponding matrix equation. This
technique was used to analyse numerically in Refs. [18], [21]
- [23] bunch instability due to radial mode coupling and in
Ref. [19] - the thresholds for the loss of Landau damping.
Below the LLD threshold, there is a continuous spectrum
consisting of singular modes from incoherent synchrotron
frequency band. Existence of discrete modes, coherent solu-
tions described by regular eigen-functions, outside incoher-
ent band serves as a criterion for the LLD [17], [19]. This
method was fruitfully applied to understand and cure danc-
ing bunches at Tevatron [24]. The results of calculations
for LHC are shown in Fig. 5. They agree with available ex-
perimetal data and simulations. However, as it was noticed
already before [19], the LLD threshold from Van Kampen
modes di�ers significantly from the Sacherer criterion.

The Van Kampen modes were used to compare the LLD
thresholds in single and double RF systems [19], [25], [26].

  
   

Figure 5: Measured (symbols) and calculated (red and blue
lines) intensity thresholds versus bunch length in LHC (flat
top energy 6.5 TeV, V = 12 MV) for the particle distribu-
tion (3) with µ = 2.

LEBEDEV EQUATION

The first self-consistent system of equations suitable
for analysis of beam stability thresholds was proposed by
A. N. Lebedev in 1968 [16] and it can be written in the form
(see also [27], [28])

�̃p(⌦) =
I0h

V cos �s

1’
k=�1

Gpk(⌦)
Zk(⌦)

k
�̃k(⌦), (10)

where the matrix elements are

Gpk(⌦) = �2⇡i!2
s0

1’
m=�1

m

⇥

π
Emax

0

Imk(E)I⇤mp
(E)

⌦ � m!s(E)
F

0
(E) dE,

and �k is Fourier harmonic of the line density perturba-
tion. For short bunches in a single RF system �(E, ) '
p

2E cos , and function (9) can be presented as

Imk(E) ⇡ imJm
✓

k
h
p

2E
◆
, (11)

where Jm(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind and the
order m.

Matrix equation (10), converted into integral equation
by performing inverse Fourier transform over azimuthal
harmonics, was used for analysis of single-bunch stability
threshold in presence of an inductive impedance with con-
stant ImZ/n [16] and later in Ref. [29], where the threshold,
very similar to the Sacherer criterion (6), was obtained.

For small arguments k
p

2E/h < 1 in Eq.(11), or for the
frequency range well inside stable bunch spectrum f =
k f0 < 1/(⇡⌧), the Bessel function can be approximated as

Jm(k
p

2E) '
✓

k
h
p

2E
◆m 1

2m m!
. (12)

In this case, for uncoupled mode m, the eigen-functions of
Eq.(10) have a form

�k(⌦) =

✓
k
h

◆m
Bm(⌦),

Using this solution in Eq.(10) and keeping only resonant
term with positive m allows the dispersion relation (5) to
be reproduced up to the coe�cient in front of the integral,
obtained here in the low-frequency approximation

1 = �
i2⇡!2

s0I0h
V cos �s

m
2m (m!)2

Z⇤

e� ⇥

π
1

0

E
m
F

0
(E)

⌦ � m!s(E)
dE .

(13)
Here the e�ective impedance is defined as

Z⇤

e� =

1’
k=�1

Zk

k

✓
k
h

◆2m
,

and it obviously doesn’t converge for constant ImZ/k and,
as Eq. (13) itself, is valid only for k < 1/(⇡ f0⌧). So the
Sacherer dispersion relation is applicable only in this, low-
frequency approximation.

The matrix equation (10) has been solved numerically us-
ing the code MELODY [30] and the results for the LLD agree
very well with those obtained from Van Kampen modes (see
Fig. 5) for the same impedance model. However there is
no threshold for a constant ImZ/n (the solution does not
converge with higher and higher frequencies included), and

  

   

    
   Van Kampen

A.N. Lebedev
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the physical impedance model should be used. For LHC,
the results strongly depend on the cut-o� frequency fcut
for constant ImZ/n or the resonant frequency of the broad-
band impedance model. Good agreement with measure-
ments in LHC was obtained for µ = 2 and broad-band
impedance with fr = 5 GHz, Q = 1, ImZ/n = 0.076 Ohm
and fcut = 20 GHz. It is also observed that the potential well
distortion does not a�ect the thresholds significantly.

DOUBLE RF SYSTEM
The most e�cient way to increase synchrotron frequency

spread inside the bunch is to use a higher harmonic RF
system. The total RF voltage will be

Vt = V1 sin � + V2 sin (n� + �2),

where the phase �2 defines the mode of operation: bunch-
lengthening (BL) if total voltage gradient at bunch center is
reduced and bunch-shortening (BS), if increased. At CERN,
a higher harmonic RF system is applied for beam stabilisa-
tion in the SPS (with n = 4) [31]; it was considered for LHC
(with n = 2) [7] and for the PS (with n = 3 � 4) [32].

Only the BS-mode is used at CERN for beam stabilisation,
since the application of the BL-mode for multi-bunch beams
is less obvious [31]. One of the main reasons is an existence
of the flat region in the synchrotron frequency distribution
(!0

s
(E) ⇠ 0) inside the bunch, where F

0
(E) , 0 [33]. This

problem can be seen from Eq.(10), where, at the threshold
of stability, the element Gpk can be written in the form

Gpk(⌦) = �2⇡2 sgn(⌦)
1’

m=1

!2
s0 F

0
(Em)

!0
s(Em)

Imk(Em)I⇤mp
(Em)

�i 4⇡!2
s0

1’
m=1

P

π
Emax

0
dE F

0
(E)

Imk(E)I⇤mp
(E)!s(E)

⌦2/m2 � !2
s(E)

.

Here Em is defined by |⌦| = m!s(Em) if the coherent mode
frequency belongs to the incoherent frequency band, and P

denotes the principle value.
Equation (10) becomes very simple when used for a

narrow-band impedance with resonant frequency fr , so that
only azimuthal harmonics with k ⇠ fr/ f0 can be kept. The
stability threshold of a multi-bunch beam in a double RF
system is not defined if the region with !0

s
(E) ⇠ 0 is inside

bunch emittance [33].
A similar region, with!0

s
(E) ⇠ 0, may also exist in the BS-

mode for n > 2 above certain voltage ratio V2/V1, see Fig. 6.
However, for the same voltage V2, the relative synchrotron
frequency spread increases with n, and therefore large n is
still attractive as a design choice if used for relatively short
bunches.

Possible reduction of stability threshold for large bunch
emittances in both BS-mode and BL-mode was confirmed
in simulations [19], [25], [26], see also example in Fig. 7.
In simulations, in order to excite the coherent motion of the
particles, a small phase kick is initially given to the matched
bunch. The LLD threshold is then determined from the

residual bunch oscillations and in particular, by the ratio of
the residual maximum amplitude oscillations to the initial
kick. However, special care should be taken when defining
this threshold, since it may strongly depend on the criterion
chosen. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the residual
oscillation amplitude found from simulations for a double
RF system (BL-mode) is shown [26]. As can be seen in the
plot, a selection of a certain criterion (horizontal line in the
plot) a�ects the absolute LLD threshold, although it gives
similar relative results (for the di�erent emittances).

Figure 6: Relative synchrotron frequency as a function of
longitudinal emittance in double RF system in BS-mode
with di�erent n and V1/V2 = n (example for the SPS bottom
energy).

Figure 7: Ratio of the residual dipole oscillation amplitude
to the amplitude of the initial phase kick (color circles) as
a function of the bunch intensity found in simulations per-
formed for various bunch emittances in a double RF system
with n = 2 (BL-mode). The horizontal line indicates a
possible criterion for the LLD threshold.
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SUMMARY
In longitudinal plane, simplified analytical criteria are

often used for the scaling of the loss of Landau damping
threshold with beam and machine parameters. The Sacherer
stability diagram in longitudinal plane is justified only for
low-frequency impedance and in other cases should be used
with caution. More advanced methods (Van-Kampen modes
and Lebedev equation) together with particle simulations are
available for accurate threshold estimations, also based on a
realistic impedance model, since a constant ImZ/n may not
give converging LLD thresholds. In case of ⌘ImZ/n > 0,
the dependence of thresholds on particle distribution can be
reduced by using the FWHM bunch lengths.

Landau damping can be significantly increased by addi-
tional, higher harmonic RF system, but its limitations in
BL-mode and, for n > 2, in BS-mode should be taken into
account for the choice of the beam and RF parameters.
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